154th Congress of Correction, Nashville, TN

Workshops

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Opening Remarks by the Congress Chair - 6:00 am
Get a Sneak Peak! Touring a National Facility with a Career Coach at Dawn
Receivership: Understanding the Unique Context of a Receivership
From the Texas Justice Agency's Criminal Justice Leadership Institute: Building a Winning Game Plan for a Successful Turnaround
Elements of an Effective Investments Program: Building a Roadmap to Success
Making the Most Out of Managed Care: Understanding the Complexities and Benefits of a Managed Care Model

CORRECTIONAL HEALTHCARE: PREVENTION

From the Power of Data: Lessons from Correctional Managed Care Payers: Achieving Sustainability and Control through Data
Impact of the Pandemic on Correctional Systems and Patient Health: Lessons Learned
Post-COVID Correctional Health Strategies: Navigating the Intra- and Interagency Landscape

CORRECTIONAL HEALTHCARE: TREATMENT

Professional Development Correctional Healthcare
Sustaining Proficiency through Training: An Army Approach
Civic Engagement Experience to and with Voters in Custody. Care Model to Reduce Recidivism
Culture Giving Change a Chance: Co-Creating a Positive Correctional Culture
Use of Post-Conviction Risk and Needs Assessments National Guidelines can Transform Agencies' Communication and Novel Strategies for Meeting the Needs of Youth in Short-Term Culture.

CORRECTIONAL HEALTHCARE: REENTRY

Transformational Parole Ohio Department of Youth Service's Implementation of Seed of Change – Breaking Free from The Prison Food Machine
Chance Program for Probationers in Berrien County, Michigan
Communication - Collaboration - Success!

CORRECTIONAL HEALTHCARE: STAFFING

Air Space Defense Strategy of Penitentiary Centers, Querétaro's Building and Expanding Pathways to Higher Education- Lessons Modern Era
Lessons Learned from Second Chance Act Grantees
Gender, Justice and Jobs: Tailoring Gender-Responsive Retention.
Accountability in Corrections for Enhanced Outcomes and Staff Preparing for Success and Reentry Supports for Justice-Impacted People in the Tennessee
Getting Good Jobs: Key Workforce Trends and Community-Based through Legal and Legislative Challenges
Services for Incarcerated Survivors of Sexual Abuse Giving Incarcerated Mothers and their Babies a Health Start with Organization

FOOD AND NUTRITION

Nutrition for the Incarcerated Population: A Winning Game Plan
From the Field: Operationalizing Medication Assisted Treatment in Prisons: Treating Individuals with Opioid Use Disorder & Opioid Use Disorder: Achieving Collaborative Medication for Opioid Use Disorder: Achieving Collaborative Medication for Opioid Use Disorder: Achieving Collaborative Medication for Opioid Use Disorder: Achieving Collaborative
Addressing Trauma for Correctional Staff and Clients: Lessons of Medication on Oral Health and the Importance of Individuals with Opioid Use Disorder

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Transitioning from Second Chance Partner to Prison Education Development
Implementation of the 5 Key Model for Reentry and Well-Being

JUVENILE JUSTICE

Identifying and Responding to Human Trafficking Survivors in Citizens
Provide State Identification Cards to North Carolina's Returning Education
We Can't Do It Alone: How Georgia Department of Corrections Findings from the Bureau of Justice Statistics
Recidivism, and Correctional Populations Post-COVID: New PREA Allegations and Substantiated Incidents, State Prisoner
Getting Good Jobs: Key Workforce Trends and Community-Based through Legal and Legislative Challenges
Services for Incarcerated Survivors of Sexual Abuse Giving Incarcerated Mothers and their Babies a Health Start with Organization

LAW ENFORCEMENT

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

LEGAL ISSUES

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
President, Chichester-Bowen, Better: Reimagining Your Workforce

MENTAL HEALTH

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

MISCELLANEOUS

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

RESEARCH

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

SPECIAL POPULATIONS

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

STAFFING AND OPERATIONS

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

SUBSTANCE ABUSE

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

WORKSHOPS FOR LEADERS

ODRC Body Worn Camera Program: Safety, Accountability and Transparency
Taking the Lead When an Emergency Crisis Impacts Your Education in Action: Creating Quality Fair-Wage Jobs in Prison Needs
Corrections Examples from the Delaware and Missouri Departments of Corrections
Pathways to Reduce Staff Stress and Improve Staff Wellness:
Lessons Learned: Managing Misconduct without Restrictive Corrections

The Train is Moving: Who is Leading

Legal Update

CORRECTIONS STAFFING CONSIDERATION

Three Keys for Developing and Sustaining a Culture of Innovation and Inclusion
Managing Change in the Correctional Workforce: A Holistic Approach to Success Coaching
Unlocking Potential: Empowering New Officers in Corrections
Change Management: The Key to a Successful Leadership Transition
Living the Culture: Who Needs to Know What When and Why

FEATURING SESSIONS

FEATURED SESSIONS

MORE...TO COME!

CONSIDERATION

The 112th Congress of Correction

The 113th Congress of Correction

The 114th Congress of Correction

The 115th Congress of Correction

The 116th Congress of Correction

The 117th Congress of Correction

The 118th Congress of Correction

The 119th Congress of Correction

The 120th Congress of Correction

The 121st Congress of Correction

The 122nd Congress of Correction

The 123rd Congress of Correction

The 124th Congress of Correction

The 125th Congress of Correction

The 126th Congress of Correction

The 127th Congress of Correction

The 128th Congress of Correction

The 129th Congress of Correction

The 130th Congress of Correction

The 131st Congress of Correction

The 132nd Congress of Correction

The 133rd Congress of Correction

The 134th Congress of Correction

The 135th Congress of Correction

The 136th Congress of Correction

The 137th Congress of Correction

The 138th Congress of Correction

The 139th Congress of Correction

The 140th Congress of Correction

The 141st Congress of Correction

The 142nd Congress of Correction

The 143rd Congress of Correction

The 144th Congress of Correction

The 145th Congress of Correction

The 146th Congress of Correction

The 147th Congress of Correction

The 148th Congress of Correction

The 149th Congress of Correction

The 150th Congress of Correction

The 151st Congress of Correction

The 152nd Congress of Correction

The 153rd Congress of Correction

The 154th Congress of Correction

Legal Update

Corrections Staffing Consideration

FEATURED SESSIONS

ROAR Program: The Pros and Pitfalls of Starting a Correctional Health Care Organization
Correctional Registered Dietitians: The Missing Link in the Correctional Nurse
Correctional Nursing 101: Scope and Standards of Practice for Corrections Staffing
Correctional Health Care<br>Correctional Facilities